Summary
This course provides key concepts and tools to understand complex systemic interactions and implement effective change strategies within teams and organizations. Participants will acquire essential knowledge for developing their leadership potential in areas such as systemic thinking, problem solving.

Content
Course framework: The systemic and strategic model
The course will kick off by providing a rigorous theoretical framework for understanding organizations and teams as living, adaptive, systems, in constant interaction with their environment, by drawing on systems theory, cybernetics, information theory and constructivist epistemology. The advanced communication techniques developed within the framework of the systemic and strategic problem-solving model will be used throughout the course to address a wide variety of management challenges.

Practical applications of systemic and strategic intervention
Once the framework has been introduced, the course will dive into a broad range of management challenges in order to illustrate how this rigorous and pragmatic problem-solving model can be used effectively to address them. Grounded in rigorous pragmatic communication-based research, real case scenarios of resistance to change, lack of motivation, conflicts within teams, burn-out, job performance, decision making and lack of communication and trust will be presented and analyzed.

Individual applications of systemic and strategic intervention
Building on these practical foundations, the weekly exercise sessions apply these concepts and operative strategies by asking students to work on case studies in their potential professional field. All students participant will submit solutions to one or two scenarios which will require them to refer to the strategies seen in the lectures.

Keywords
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Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, the student must be able to:
• Describe key concepts underlying systemic/cybernetic thinking
• Recognize underlying interactional dynamics within an organization
• Assess / Evaluate management challenges using the systemic & strategic model
• Demonstrate the ability to devise and implement effective change strategies
• Apply advanced communication techniques and adapt them to a wide variety of counterparts

Transversal skills
• Demonstrate the capacity for critical thinking
• Continue to work through difficulties or initial failure to find optimal solutions.
• Take account of the social and human dimensions of the engineering profession.
• Respect the rules of the institution in which you are working.
• Communicate effectively with professionals from other disciplines.
• Communicate effectively, being understood, including across different languages and cultures.
• Negotiate effectively within the group.

Teaching methods
A series of interactive lectures introducing the systemic and strategic theory and illustrations of its application in the context of work-related problems.

Expected student activities
Personal study of relevant bibliography
Working on proposed case studies
Applying the problem-solving method to current and/or past work-related situations

Assessment methods
• On-going control including one mid-term assessment covering the theory (45%)
• Presentation of a case study in the seminars (45%)
• Participation in class (10%)

Resources
Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
No
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